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"works on the lever"1.1    Simplicius refers to /*/•<»/,/,-//,,
centre of (jravity,  KwrpopapiKfi,  such   as   the   many
problems solved byArchimedes and others, the object- o
is to show how to find the centre of gravity, that is, tl
in a body such that if the body is hung up from  it, ti
will remain at rest in any position.-    This recalls the j
iionmihQQuadratureoff.herart(b<t/(( {(\) that, if a bod
at rest from a point, the centre of gravity of the body
point of suspension are in the same vertical line.     Pa]
a similar remark with reference to a, point- oi ny//>/><>/'/
that the centre of gravity is determined as the inters*
two straight lines in the body, through two points of
which straight lines are vertical when the body is in e<jn
so supported.   Pappus also gives the eharact erist ic ol 11
of gravity mentioned by Simplicius, observing   that
the most fundamental principle of the theory of the <
gravity, the elementary propositions of which  are I
Archimedes's On Equilibriums (irtpl uropponttoi') and
Mechanics.   Archimedes himself cites propositions win
have been proved elsewhere, e.g. that, the centre of
of a cone divides the axis in the ratio 3 : 1, the longer
being that adjacent to the vertex*1;  he  also sa.ys  tl
proved in the Equilibriums' that the centre of gravit
segment of a right-angled conoid (i. e. paraboloid of re'
divides the axis in such a way that the portion  tow
vertex is double of the remainder.4    It is possible, tl
was originally a larger work by Archimedes On /'/</«/
of which the surviving books On Plane I^i'iuUbrln in
only a part; in that case Trtpl £vyooi> and Kti>Tpof3ap
only be alternative titles.    Finally.,   Heron says tlui
modes laid down a certain procedure in a book  be;
title ' Book on SupportsV
4. Theon of Alexandria quotes a proposition fron of Archimedes called Vatoptrica (properties of mirroi effect that things thrown into water  look   larger larger the farther they sink.0    Olympiodorus, too,

